Ave Regina

Andante espressivo e teneramente $\frac{1}{2} = c. 74$
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SOPRANO 1

$\text{Alteme Rejina cæorum, Alve Domina}$

SOPRANO 2

$\text{Alteme Rejina cæorum, Alve Domina}$

ALTO

$\text{Alteme Rejina cæorum, Alve Domina}$

TENOR

$\text{Alteme Rejina cæorum, Alve Domina}$

BASS

$\text{Alteme Rejina cæorum, Alve Domina}$

Andante espressivo e teneramente $\frac{1}{2} = c. 74$

Cælorum: Salve radix, sal-

sal-

Angelo rum: Salve radix, salve porta, sal-

Ange lor um: Salve radix, sal-

Angelo rum: Salve radix, sal-

Angelo rum: Salve radix, sal-

Angelo rum: Salve radix, sal-

Angelo rum: Salve radix, sal-
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